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Open and create object in new rhino file.   Units preferred to set as feet. 
 
Use a cube or any solid mass object or create any shape for solid geometry. 



Saves as ACIS Solid (.sat) 



Open Revit. Open a project to used in Revit or create new project as 
Architectural Template.  

Open a 3D view.  
 
Click on “R” icon and go to 
new Conceptual Mass. 
 



Open Mass rft. File.  
 

A grey screen will appear with an x & y 
plane and z axis 

Then go to  the “insert tab” Import CAD. 



This where we will view the .sat file  
that was converted from Rhino. 

Search for ACIS file. Set Dimension to the unit 
used in Rhino (feet preferable since Revit uses 
feet). 



Then click on Load into Project  from the  “Insert Tab”. 



When placing the object,  select an area 
in 3D view (which should appear 
automatically if a 3D view was opened 
before model was inserted.) Make sure 
the Show Mass is set to on from Massing 
and Site Tab.  

A message will appear,  and then click 
close. (this will allow the mass to show 
o the screen.) 

If a message appears to refer to a ploy mesh, it will 
still be allowed to show on the screen (just click 
“Esc” on you key board or click any clear area on the 
screen. You will then see the object. 



Objects that are saved as a set instead of 
as individual objects may result as poly 
mesh when importing into Revit from 
rhino with .sat (ACIS solid file). 

For the purpose of Applying  Material to 
Poly mesh objects, we can use “Wall by 
face” from Architectural Tab for “Wall” 



To change a Poly Mesh object material. We first need to use the “Wall by Face” from 
Architectural Tab. Then go to the properties section and duplicate a generic Wall. 



Click on the “Edit” tab to 
access the edit mode to 
change dimension of the wall 
and material.  



Click on the material type 
after accessing the material 
menu. We can then duplicate, 
or create a new material if 
needed. 



Use the Wall by Face after a 
new material has been 
created. 

Click on face of poly mesh and 
the material with a new wall 
will be applied. 

The properties menu can be 
used to offset the material 
and we can also use “move” 
from Modify Tab to adjust the 
how it will appear on the poly 
mesh object. 



Click on the light bulb with the 
“Tea-Pot-Kettle” at the 
bottom menu 

Then we can access the 
render settings to render 
the material and lighting 
of the 3D object. 
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